Migrant Definitions for the 1994 – 1995 Data Collection

**Migrant**
An individual was considered a migrant if he/she met one of the following criteria:

- The individual was coded 3 on Q1.1 - moved out of the village 2 or more months ago - in the 1994 Old Household questionnaire.

- The individual was part of a 1984 household that was not found nor interviewed during the 1994 Household Survey data collection. In other words, the individual was part of a moved household.

**Study Migrant**
A migrant who formerly lived in one of the 22 sample migrant villages and was reported to have moved to one of the following target destinations: Bangkok, Eastern Seaboard, Buriram provincial capital or Korat provincial capital.

**1994 Study Migrant**
A study migrant whose household was interviewed in the 1994 Household Survey data collection. This study migrant has valid 1994 identifiers (HHID94, VILL94, LEKTI94 & CEP94).

**1984 Study Migrant**
A study migrant whose entire household moved from the 1984 origin village and was not interviewed in the 1994 Household Survey data collection. This study migrant has valid 1984 identifiers (VILL84 , HOUSE84 & CEP84) and has been flagged as HHMOVEFL=1.

**Rural-to-Urban Study Migrant**
A study migrant who at the time of the migrant follow-up interview was living in one of the following target destinations: Bangkok, Eastern Seaboard, Buriram provincial capital or Korat provincial capital. This study migrant is flagged as MIGTYPE='R2U'.

**Rural-to-Urban Returned Home Study Migrant**
A study migrant who at the time of the migrant follow-up interview had returned to their 1984 origin village to live. This type of migrant only completed a portion of the migrant follow-up interview: part of Form 7 and Forms 10 and 11, if eligible. This study migrant is flagged as MIGTYPE='R2UR'.

Migrant Definitions for the 2000 – 2001 Data Collection

Migrant
An individual was considered a migrant if he/she met one of the following criteria:

- The individual was coded 3 on Q1.1 - moved out of the village 2 or more months ago - in the 2000 Old Household questionnaire.

- The individual was listed on a 2000 Form HM (Household Moved), which was completed for those 1984 and/or 1994 old households whose members are no longer living in the village. In other words, the individual was part of a 1984/1994 household that was not found nor interviewed during the 2000 Household Survey data collection.

Study Migrant
A migrant who formerly lived in one of the 22 sample migrant villages and was reported to have moved to one of the following target destinations: Bangkok, Eastern Seaboard, Buriram provincial capital, Korat provincial capital or another village within Buriram Province. Please note, however, that a migrant under the age of 18 was not considered a study migrant. If a "young" migrant was found, then he/she was interviewed as part of a family where proxy information was provided by a parent or guardian.

Rural-to-Urban Study Migrant
A study migrant who at the time of the migrant follow-up interview was living in one of the following target destinations: Bangkok, Eastern Seaboard, Buriram provincial capital or Korat provincial capital. This study migrant is flagged as MIGTYPE='R2U'.

Rural-to-Urban Returned Home Study Migrant
A study migrant who: (a) was reported to have moved to one of the following target destinations: Bangkok, Eastern Seaboard, Buriram provincial capital or Korat provincial capital; and (b) at the time of the migrant follow-up interview had returned to their 1984/1994 origin village to live. This type of migrant only completed a portion of the migrant follow-up interview: part of Form 7 and Forms 10 and 11, if eligible. This study migrant is flagged as MIGTYPE='R2UR'.

Rural-to-Rural Study Migrant
A study migrant who at the time of the migrant follow-up interview was living in another village within Buriram Province but not including the provincial capital. This study migrant is flagged as MIGTYPE='R2R'.

Rural-to-Rural Returned Home Study Migrant
A study migrant who: (a) was reported to have moved to another village within Buriram Province; and (b) at the time of the migrant follow-up interview had returned to their 1984/1994 origin village to live. This type of migrant only completed a portion of the migrant follow-up interview: part of Form 7 and Forms 10 and 11, if eligible. This study migrant is flagged as MIGTYPE='R2RR'.